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ABOUT 
Travel & Outdoor Gear Design

Attribute it to the long hours required behind a com-
puter monitor: many within the design industry harbor 
a strong affinity for getting away to the great outdoors. 
Maybe it’s because camping and hiking feeds into the 
designer’s proclivity for problem solving, but all within 
a wholly different context introduced by the elements. 
Thankfully, the outdoor gear industry has evolved be-
yond the purely functional options that once defined the 
category, with a wide selection of stylish outdoor gear 
designed for adventure…magnified with adventurous 
design, making this field even more interesting.

Defining Defining 
Travel & Outdoor Gear Travel & Outdoor Gear 

• Accessories, tools and equipment carriables which facilitate storage 
and protection to the belongings while assuring the efficiency and comfort of 
a traveller are termed as Travel and outdoor Gears.
• Travel and outdoor gear varies and depends on the destination of a 
user.
• Essentials that are required by an individual according to his/her per-
sonal need and requirements while traveling or performing an activity in order 
to be organised and secure.
• Anything that we carry while traveling or while at outdoor, that makes 
the trip comfortable and efficient.
• Travel and outdoor gear is basically compact and versatile which helps 
in travelling from one place to another.
• Travel and outdoor gears are generally made from durable and an-
ti-shock materials.



Activities that  need   travel & outdoor gear

AIR TRAVEL
 INTERNATIONAL(LONG DURATION)
 DOMESTIC(LESS DURATION)
 BUISNESS  TRIPS 

TRAIN TRAVEL 
           LONG DISTANCE
 LOCAL TRAIN AND METRO

ADVENTURE 
           CAMPING
 SAFARI
 TREKKING

ACTIVE TRAVEL 
           CYCLING
 BIKING

ROAD TRIPS 

FIELD TRIPS 

CRUISE   

BOATING

Product 
Chosen

Cycler's Helmet



Brand study

About
Giro was founded more than 30 years ago by Jim Gentes, a man with an obsession for design and answering unmet needs. That 
obsession led him to start making his own products, and ultimately resulted in a company committed to serving the rider through 

personal expression and advanced performance. Our world has changed dramatically in the past three decades, but Giro 
has remained steadfastly committed to serving enthusiast riders. Giro is and always will be a product brand. “We argue for 

weeks about the difference of less than a millimeter in a footwear last, of a headform or the chamfered edge of a vent. 
We are the brand that sweats the details. From an opening price point helmet to the fit and fabric of our t-shirts to the 

positive click that the Switchblade makes when the chinbar is engaged. It’s that attention to detail that sets Giro apart. 
We understand that riding is more than just a fleeting hobby or a passing fad. Riding is the best part of a great life 
and your equipment deserves attention to the smallest of details. It’s because you keep climbing. That’s why we do 
what we do. So as long as you keep striving for faster, bigger and better, we’ll keep making the gear that gets you 
there.”, the brand states. 

Industry:     Travel gear
Founded:     1985; 36 years ago
Founder:     Jim Gentes

Headquarters: Scotts Valley, California, U.S.
Products:     Bike helmets and associated products

Parent:             Vista Outdoor

Giro Design Evolution over the years

1985 ADVANTAGE

The Advantage™ helmet was de-
signed to help riders cheat the 
howling winds in the new sport 
of triathlon, where equipment 
was becoming re-imagined 
through science.

1986 THE PROLIGHT

The Prolight offered a lighter, 
cooler, and more comfortable 
helmet experience for bike rac-
ers of the day but still met all 
relevant safety standards

1989 THE AEROHEAD

The Aerohead was Giro’s first 
“aero” helmet. It was adopt-
ed by top racers of the day for 
triathlon and road time trial 
events

1990 AIR ATTCK

The original Air Attack is one 
of two Giro helmets in the 
New York Museum of Mod-
ern Art’s permanent collection. 
Said Giro: “It was a revolution-
ary combination of engineer-
ing and design that really put 
the wind to work for riders.” 
Channeled interior ventilation, 
a sleek external shell, and an 
aerodynamic form all came to-
gether in the design



1998: The Switchblade helmet came 
to being with the advent of full-sus-
pension mountain bikes and the in-
creasingly gnarly terrain bikers were 
riding. It gave full-face coverage 
with the ventilation needed to ride 
up the trail as well as down. Chin 
bar and visor removable depending 
on the terrain of the day

1999: NINE Debuted at the Tour de 
France, the Pneumo “challenged the 
very definition of helmets,” a Giro 
representative noted. This is because 
it was almost more vent than hel-
met, an aggressively ventilated lid 
that breathed as well as it protected 
on the road

2002:XEN With a rounder shape 
and deeper coverage at the rear of 
the head, the Xen redefined moun-
tain bike helmet styling. It was made 
to meet the demands of longer-trav-
el bikes and more technical trail 
riding. It also featured channeled 
interior ventilation, a longer mo-
to-inspired visor, more extensive 
internal padding, and a full-wrap 
outer shell for durability

2013: AIR ATTACK SHEILD 
Tiny magnets attach the namesake 
“shield” visor to the Giro Air Attack 
Shield. Wind protection and better 
visibility come with the clear or tint-
ed lens shields, which are removable 
or stow-able upside down (bottom 
image) when optics are not needed 
during or after a ride

2013: The Air Attack debuted at the 
Tour de France on pro riders and 
shipped to consumers this spring 
(2013). The helmet offers a new 
aerodynamic shape for road racers 
and comes in two models, one with 
a “shield” visor (see below) to block 
wind and make a biker ever speedier 
on the road or Velodrome track

2009: PROLIGHT At an insanely 
light 6.8 ounces, the Prolight de-
buted in the Tour de France. Its 25 
vents and airways were touted as 
a “labyrinth of optimized internal 
channels.” This model won a Gear-
Junkie “Top 10 Gear of the Year” 
award in 2010

2016 AVANCE MIPS

Giro introduces the ultimate helmet for world cup downhill ski racers, with a mix of ad-
vanced materials and a new design that redirects energy called MIPS Spherical.

2018 AETHER MIPS

The Aether MIPS combines airy, open design with MIPS Spherical technology to advance 
head protection for cyclists. Its’s a testament to Giro’s dedication to leading head protection.



Mind Mapping



Ergonomical Study

The Influences of Seating Geometry, Posture and Helmet 
Position on Bicycle Safety 

Evaluating the posture, head position and helmet position, different angles were 
identified in order to assess helmet position and body posture while cycling. The 
incline of the line between the handlebars and the seat can indicate the degree to 
which the handlebars are raised above the seat. Combining these measurements 
with an approximation of the cyclist’s age provided data about posture and head 
positioning.
Of course, the type of bike had a major influence on handlebar positioning. Rac-
ing bikes often have handlebars that rest below the level of the seat, while moun-
tain bikes and city bikes do not. Helmeted riders held their heads slightly lower 
than those who did not wear a helmet. The limitation of vision, mostly due to 
the helmets sun shade, varied from 0 degrees (horizontal line from the eye to the 
sun shade) to 75 degrees upwards. Age appeared to have no impact on posture or 
head positioning. However, older riders who wore helmets tended to wear them 
lower on their faces, which could possibly affect vertical vision limitations.

SIZES AND FITS

To find your head circumference, wrap a flexible tape measure around the largest portion of your head—about one inch above your eyebrows. Or, wrap 
a string around your head, then measure the length of string with a yardstick.
Bike helmet sizing parameters:
• Extra small: below 20” (51cm)
• Small: 20”–21.75” (51cm–55cm)
• Medium: 21.75”–23.25” (55cm–59cm)
• Large: 23.25”–24.75” (59cm–63cm)
• Extra-large: above 24.75” (63cm)
• One size fits all: has a highly adjustable fit system

ADJUSTMENTS

Tightness adjusment
Many helmets have an adjustment wheel that you can open fully to put the 
helmet on your head and then twist until you get a snug fit. (Fit systems vary, 
though—you can still find helmets that adjust fit snugness using interchange-
able interior foam pads.)

Buckle and Strap adjustment
The straps should form a V as they rest under each ear. (If they don’t form a 
comfortable V, adjust the buckle under each ear until they do.)
Finally, with the chin strap buckled, open your mouth wide. The helmet 
should press against the top of your head as you do so. If not, tighten the strap 
a little and repeat. 



Structural Understanding
Visor: The visor is made of a strong and transparent material, e.g. polycar-
bonate, and is designed to protect the face of the rider from wind, dust and 
insects. In addition, the visor is equipped with a water- and scratch-proof 
coating. 

Outer Shell: During an accident, the hard outer shell has to both absorb and 
disperse the impact. At present, outer shells are generally made of thermo-
plastics or fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP), a composite material consisting 
of a synthetic resin reinforced with, for instance, fibreglass. 

Comfort Padding: Despite its rounded shape, an EPS liner is much too hard 
to guarantee a good fit. The comfort padding, which consists of a sufficiently 
firm synthetic foam pad covered with a skin-friendly fabric, is thus all the 
more important. 

Ventilation System: The system ensures fresh air is ducted into the helmet 
and exhaled air and humidity are vented out. 

Retention System: A special synthetic-fibre chin strap that fulfils the strict 
breaking- and tensile-strength requirements serves to secure the helmet 
firmly aon the head of the rider. The retention system is attached to the hel-
met with strong metal rivets. 

Liner (Foam): The liner protects the wearer’s head by absorbing the remain-
ing force of the impact that was already partially absorbed and dispersed by 
the outer shell. The liner located on the inside of the shell is made of light-
weight and highly impact-absorbing EPS (expanded polystyrene).

Market Trends

Honeycomb layer made of 
bio-materials

With the growing concern for nature; 
led to experimentation with materials 
for biodegradable alternative. This led 
to the current trend of honeycomb 
structured layer using bio-materials; 
providing great comfort and safety.

Streamlined modern helmets 
with a nod all things retro.

The gold and mint colourways with 
vegan leather straps and a clever ‘pop-
lock’ so you can lock it to your bike. 
These statement helmets for 2021 are 
blowing minds with it’s gorgeousness, 
making their way towards current 
trends.

Aesthetically Eco-friendly

Most aesthetically on point, but they’re 
also an excellent eco-friendly option, 
made from recycled and recyclable 
materials – perfect for those who have 
taken to cycling as a sustainable alter-
native to driving. 

Collapsable Loop Reflective 
helmets

Collapse down to half their size so 
can be easily stowed away in your bag. 
Wonderful reflective strips so its great 
for making cycler visible when cycling 
at night. Hence, this is a major revolu-
tionary functional trend.



End User 

Age group: 25+
Demography: Metropolitans of India
Gender: Male
Job Status: Working, Earning, Independent
Relationship status: Married or single
Annual Income: 10lacs+
About:
The target audience are independent, working men, earning 
more than ten lakhs per annum, aged over 25; living in metro-
politans of India. He is concious about his health. He also pre-
fers cycling due to his strong concern for the environment. He 
is adventurous, fun loving; has a disciplined routine. He prefers 
cycling to work once in a while.

End User Survey
(Questionnaire created 
in google forms)



Questionnaire R
esponses



Design Brief
The challenge is to design a cycling helmet, solving various major problems faced by most of the end users. These problems were iden-
tified from the responses recieved from the questionnaire. Since, the majority of the responses showed that, most of the users prefer to 
cycle in summer, the helmet must have heavy ventilation. Considering the trend forecast and, the end user survey, the goal is to create 
a helmet with dynamic protection. Also, from the survey responses, various other problems like, visibility during night, ergonomical prob-
lems, weight management and material management are to be worked on.

DEMOGRAPHICS
A 25 to 35 year old person who works, earns and, lives in a metropolitan city. Being a person living in metropolitans, means living in heav-
ily polluted area. Hence, to maintain one’s health and concerning the environment, he prefers cycling atleast one hour a day.

EMOTIONAL REQUIREMENT
Working all day, the user consider cycling to be a stress relief. As mentioned above, considering the demographics and, increased pollu-
tion, means, extremely high temperatures; this might lead to unbreathability and fatigue; making it stressful. To avoid this, a lightweight, 
good ventilating helmet design is expected.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
The main goal and purpose of a helmet is protection. So, the most important functional requirement is dynamic protection. Other func-
tional requirements expected from the end user are, visibility during night, ventilation and, light weight material.

ERGONOMIC REQUIREMENT
To provide adjustability of chin guard, buckle and side bands. Also, to provide adjustability of shell to fit the head. 

Inspiration

Keywords

Bold

Loud

Freedom

Fiesty

Empower

Spirited



Form generation



Trend & ForecastTrend & Forecast



Ideations

Rendered
Product

INNER SHELL-
Honey comb structure for 
best protection
Material: closed-cell foam

LINER-
Foam on the inside, 
Plastic on the outside

STRAP-
Buckle that allow 
adjustability of the 
strap

OUTER SHELL
Material: Carbon compos-
ite fiber for best protectionTORCH

provided for better 
visibility at night

REFLECTIVES
are provided as suggest-
ed by the trend, enabling 
better safety at night

VENTILATORS
Holes covered with a 
mesh are provided for 
better ventilation



Final  Product

My personal learning experience through this documentation 
includes, the study of travel gear design by analysing each 
and every step and then, implementing it, aiming for the best 
results. Also, the immense research regarding the brand and 
their works through the years, made me fall in made me realise 
how much detailing and technicalities go into each product. 
I’ve done an end user survey for the first time in this project; 
hence, it definitely opened new doors for me in the learning of 
design process as a design student. Lastly, this project helped  
me explore myself as a designer, targeting a new and different 
category of fashion and lifestyle accesories.

Learning Experience


